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About This Game

Dead Wishes embarks on a journey of humanity and horrific romance. We build each other up. We tear each other down. Give
and take. How much will you endure?

STORY

Stricken with long-term depression over the death of your parents, you are on the verge of eviction and bankruptcy. Without any
prospects for the future, you're desperate, so much so that you might even...

... join the mafia and uncover a heated love affair gone terribly wrong.
... become a criminal allied with a team of murderers.
... suck it up and make an honest person of yourself.

... serve as the caretaker for two dysfunctional sisters.
... end up destitute on the streets.

... join the church and repent your sin.

But mostly, you're either going to find love and happiness or die a terrible death.

Dead Wishes features various subplots that are woven between character routes. In order to experience all of what the game has
to offer, the player must read through every route and piece the stories together.

FEATURES
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12 character routes: 6 men and 6 women
250,000+ words of in-game text

Partial character voicing
They/them player pronouns

350+ Choices and 35+ Endings
36 CGS

DOWNLOAD THE FREE STRATEGY GUIDE FROM OUR WEBSITE!
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If I could some this game up in one word it would be "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"

Still Not Dead is an intense as hell horde shooter/wave survival first person shooter.

The story is sumed up in the title you are Still Not Dead and hoping to stay that way as you fight through six levels of...hell? I
guess? I have no idea whats going on half the time but the droning technobeats gunfire and near constant hordes of demons,
zombies, skulls, and wizards don't really give you time to figure it out either.

Still Not Dead manages to do one thing a lot of indie rogue likes try to do and fail. It remembers that for this kind of game to
work it must be very short and very fast paced. The whole game is balanced in such away that it relies more on player skill than
RNG ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t to get you killed. Having a giant flying skul bite your torso in half is a much more 'satisfying' death then
having fifteen randomly selected debuffs piled ontop of you before the game drops a boss-tier enemy on your head out of
nowhere.

Another thing this game gets right is leting you pick your buffs AND debuffs from a random pool of 3. Which makes the whole
game feel a lot more balanced as its up to you! To make those choices, instead of an invisable numbers machine. So when you
end up piling fog and extra vision ontop of each other it feels like a mistake YOU made. Not the game 'randomly' chosing two
debuffs that work suspiciously well together just to ♥♥♥♥ you up on the last level.

Honestly check it out, its cheap, fast paced and honestly the single mosty tense I've been playing a game since I played amensia..
this is one hell of a good game. cant wait for more updates. Different game then the other HOS i have played but it's quite fun.
Nice concept, nice music and quite easy.. The Age of Wonders series is basically a turn based fantasy themed conquer the world
type game in the vein of the Civilization series. The new Warlock game stole heavily from this game (and Civ 5) for its content
and gameplay style. Graphics are dated but the game is simple to play and fun if you like turn based conquer games. This game
runs well on older machines. a No brainer to buy if you can catch it on sale for 5 bucks or less.. Including my intial review
beneath the break, but now includes the "Drunk Side of the Moon" track (which is the best in the game in my opinion) and is
now complete. Buy this wicked OST, it's basically an 80s metal instrumental album.

-----------------------

At time of this review, is missing the new track included for "Drunk Side of the Moon". Which is my favorite track in the game.
(NOW RECTIFIED). Doesn't meet the definition of a train station simulator, choices made don't coherently mean anything in
the game, the timetable selection is bizarre. Certainly is a disappointment.. The idea is cool. The graphics are nice. The
gameplay and controls... not so much.

Hopefully they will patch the gameplay to support xbox controllers better by default. I managed to fix the button mapping at the
intro screen but the responsivness is just not there.

Too easy to slide down stairs or accidentally throw the cat to their death. kind of a game ruiner for me.. The first game I've ever
played. This game has everything a game in 2002 could offer. Great gameplay, lots of ships and 3 races, a beautiful Story Mode
(sequel of the original Disney movie). You can't imagine how much I would pay for a game like this, EXACTLY like this, in
2018 with Online servers and good graphics. Oh, and this game supports every resolution, including 4K and 21:9 (3440x1440).
In 2002. Hear that, Capcom?
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Great little plataformer, definitely a steam hidden gem for fans of the genre.

Final boss is a pain in the eye tho.. I beat shayne at this so many times, he was no good.. Despite the fact I have a few other
content packs, I find myself coming back to this set of cars more then any other. I think that for that reason alone, I have to
recomend this pack.

As far as what this pack includes, you get 5 cars, all of which are early 90's era dtm cars (turing cars for those who dont know)

unlike the wtcc packs, including the classic turning pack. dtm is still pretty fast, often focused on grip mixed with a v8 engine.
all of these are rear wheel drive cars with a lot of mechaic grip, all with alot of torque. the speed, despite being about 20 years
out of date by now, is still plenty fast, and the times are close to that of modren gt3. these cars also tend to be extreamly
resposive and very light on the stearing.

what makes this pack worth it is as follows. Each of the 5 cars have their uniqe power and handling traits following this pattern,
handling focused bmw > merc> opal > audi > ford power focused. the diffrents is speed on the longer straits ends up as high as
about 25 mph, but the ford also has the worst breaks by far so you will be outbreaked by the others. unlike the gt3 cars, its really
easy to get these cars unstable under breaking, under power, and even flicking it around when stearing too aggressavly. however,
the mechanical grip is pretty solid so you can usualy recover from driving errors. because of this, you can really refine your
driving skills and even less experance drivers can do decently with a bit of pratice,

now, that being said, as no tracks are avaible via this pack, I do not recomend you buy it first, grabbing the adac gt masters, or
the dtm experance of your choice will offer 9-10 tracks and a decent set of cars. but if you already own enough tracks, then this
pack is worth it.

To sum it up, You get 5 cars, each sounds and drives amazing, with enough diffrences between them, they all have enough of a
edge to be fun, they all do time attack well, drift well, and race really well. not much else to say. if you want to see for your self,
test drive them in the ingame store.. This train has a lot of graphical polish: Very nicely rendered cab and passenger views.
However, somewhat inexplicably, there is no cab light, and all of the Career scenarios are impossible to complete, since using
the trains isolated tilt does absolutely nothing to ameliorate draconian drive quality penalties which will put you to minus 1000
points after just a few curves.. Just 85/10!. Gameplay is great, only gripe is that it's singleplayer..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 port, good game, has controls that take forever to find at first, and you have to play
on phone resolution, get this for your phone, not pc.. This is such a clever game. There's nothing else like it. It strips roguelike
gameplay down to the basics and then takes it to places you never would've dreamt.
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